Scientific Programme

- Programme between ~8-19 GMT
- Plenary
  - 49 talks
  - +Poster prize talks
  - incl. 1h EDI panel discussion
- Parallel
  - 2 half-days, 5 parallel tracks, 110 talks
- Posters
  - Two sessions, 85 posters: Mo 16:15-17:15 + Tu 11:15-12:15
- Conference photo
  - Multiple times at the end of sessions
Poster sessions

- Posters are on indico
- Discussions are in Zoom rooms hosted by presenters
  - Not all presenters are available in both sessions
- Presenters were encouraged to produce short videos explaining their posters

- Will circulate overview with all relevant links this morning

- Poster prizes will be awarded following a popular vote
  - Please join, discuss, and vote!
Discussions and Proceedings

- Mattermost is the main platform for discussions during the week
- Please join via the link that was circulated by email
  - Should also appear in the chat
- You can join specific channels for discussions on the various tracks

- Proceedings will be published via Zenodo
  - Either slides/poster or written contributions
  - More details to come later in the week
Code of Conduct

- Details on indico:

- Key message
  - The Department of Physics and Astronomy welcomes free speech but will not tolerate harassment of any group or individual

- Lively discussions are what makes a conference, but please stay professional and respectful

- Any issues can be raised by email by email to [lp2021-conduct@cern.ch](mailto:lp2021-conduct@cern.ch) or by any other means to the LOC Chair (Dr Marco Gersabeck) or Head of Department of Physics and Astronomy (Prof. Stefan Söldner-Rembold)

- General notes
  - Speakers have limited time and were asked to select topics rather than try to give an exhaustive account without depth
  - Chairs may not always call delegates in the order in which they raised their hand, please respect this
Let’s go!